WHO CAN COME WITH ME TO APPOINTMENTS?

Our previous updates have outlined all the changes we have made at the clinic to make it safe for everyone during the Covid 19 pandemic. These changes have been hard because they challenge our mission to be family-centered. Until the pandemic is over, we must limit the number of people seen for one person’s appointment.

Before you come to clinic, please be aware of the limits on who may come with you and plan ahead. This will avoid confusion and frustration when you get here:

**OB patient:** one support person (for office visit or ultrasound)

**Newborns to children age 18:** one parent, guardian, or adult with permission

**Elders requiring physical assistance or care-giving:** one adult

**Persons with disability of any age requiring assistance:** one adult

**Adults with appointments involving serious decision-making:** one adult

**Persons with assigned guardianship:** guardian or designated adult

Please make arrangements to leave children without appointments home with other adults.
Please expect to wait in your vehicle instead of the waiting room if you cannot attend an appointment with someone else.

Please expect to use hand sanitizer and wear a mask in the clinic. Do not take off your mask unless your provider requests.

If you are unsure who may accompany you to an appointment, call the appointment desk (715-799-5400) ahead of time to inquire.

We will lift these limitations as soon as it is safe to do so. Please know we don’t like them either!

Thanks for your understanding as we all navigate this difficult time. Keep social distancing, washing your hands, and covering your cough or sneeze.